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English for Sixième – Rozenn Herouett, St Charles

I came up with this idea of this project of the fast food van because I had a tea with a 
friend at home one day and we were talking about teaching and about projects and 
she suggested to me to actually do a project with my year 7 class about food. And I 
thought, yes, food is a brilliant topic and we also talked about role-play. We thought 
role-play was a good thing because kids love actually doing role-play. So she said 'Oh 
yes you could do a project – fast food van with a customer, OK, and the owner, the 
owner of the van and they could have a discussion. They could order things, order 
food and then they could complain, they could make it funny, entertaining..... ' And this 
is what we done and I think it was a success because the kids just loved it.

Role-play 1

Owner.        Good morning sir, I’m Axos.

Customer.   Good morning 

Owner.         What can I do for you ?

Customer     I would like a strawberry crumble please. 

Owner.         Yes, of course. What do you want something to drink ?

Customer.     No thanks. How much is it?

Owner.          Four pound fifty-seven please.

Customer.      Here you are.

Owner.            Here we go.

Customer.       Yuk there’s a spider in my crumble !

Owner.             Oh, my God, I’m sorry, I give you another one immediately and I offer 
you a smoothie of your choice. I hope you enjoy it.
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Customer.        See you later, goodbye.

Role-play 2

Customer.      Hello, I’m Anise,

Owner.            Hello Anise. What would you like to eat ?

Customer.       I would like some salad César please. 

Owner.           OK. What would you like for desert?

Customer.         I would like ??

Owner.               Sure, what would you like to drink?

Customer.          I would like water please. 

Owner.                OK, here you are.

Customer.           Thank you. Mmmmm, it’s delicious. How much is it ?

Owner.              Ten pounds twenty please.

Customer.          Here you are.

Owner.               Thank you, bye. 

Customer.           Bye.

Role-play 3.        

Owner.              Hello madam. 

Customer.         Hello madam. 

Owner.              What would you like to eat ?

Customer.         I would like chips and hamburger.

Owner.               What would you like to drink ?

Customer.         I would like 2 cokes and one water. 
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Owner.              Yes of course. What would you like for desert ?

Customer.          Um, I would like a chocolate ice-cream please. 

Owner.               Certainly. Here you are. Uh, uh, forty pounds please.

Customer.          OK, goodbye.
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